Second, tight bounds can be seriously misleading-they are derived for the general problem, yet in practice the instances to be solved tend to follow certain patterns that may make the algorithm run much faster. The classic example is the simplex algorithm for linear programming, which runs very fast in practice on just about any real-world instance, but has provably exponential worst-case behavior. In practice, moreover, even simple proportionality constants really matter; here again, there is a classic example, the suite of beautiful results in graph minors. Robertson and Seymour proved that the problem of "homeomorphic (minor) subgraph" (for given graphs G and H, can G be reduced to H through a process of vertex deletions and edge contractions?) can be solved in cubic time [1] , which sounds quite attractive until you look at the proportionality constants, which include a term that is super exponential in the size of the graph H.
Third, algorithms conferences and journals offer many algorithmic improvements that knock off some slow-growing factor or trade off such a factor for a smaller one. In the development of algorithms for the classic problem of computing a minimum spanning tree in a graph, many such improvements were proposed, yet none of them produced a faster algorithm: the asymptotic running times gained relatively little and were more than offset by significantly larger overhead on graphs of reasonable sizes. In addition, the new algorithms were significantly more complex than those they claimed to improve, often relying on a succession of prior, unimplemented data structures and algorithms. Neither of these trends was of any benefit to the practitioner. One of the goals of experimental algorithmics is to prevent such divergence.
The very tools that make theoretical analysis and tight upper bounds on running times feasible, i.e., asymptotic analysis and (a certain level of) machine-independence, also produce results that may not reflect the world of applications: constant factors are necessarily ignored, complex characteristics of real-world instances cannot be taken into account, and entrance to the world of asymptotes may lie beyond the scope of applications.
Catherine McGeoch: Bernard gives some good examples of how experimental analysis extends and complements theoretical analysis. Let me add two additional points about this relationship: First, more than just hinting at the correct theoretical bound, an experiment can directly suggest the proof strategy by making visible the underlying mechanisms that are in play. Second, in some cases the algorithm or input class is so complex (e.g., heuristics for NP-hard problems), or the platform so complicated and unpredictable (e.g., concurrent operating systems), that experimental analysis is the only way of determining if an algorithm works well, or even works at all.
In fact there are three main activities in algorithm research: analysis, which is about predicting performance; design, which is about finding new and better ways to solve problems; and models of computation, which is about understanding how design and analysis changes when the basic operations (defined by the platform) are modified.
In all three areas, theoretical methods necessarily make simplifying assumptions-worst-case inputs, dominant operation costs, and the RAM. Experimental methods fill in the gaps between those simplifying assumptions and real experience by incorporating interesting subclasses of inputs, constant factors and secondary costs, and more realistic machine models.
This fundamental gap between theory and practice has existed since the beginning of computing, and experiments have always been used as a bridge between the two. In recent times the gap has become an abyss, due to the increased complexity of systems and algorithms, so the bridge must be stronger and more sophisticated. Also the traffic on the bridge has become more bidirectional-we see experiments developed in the service of theory as well as of practice.  Traditional worst case analysis of Dijkstra's algorithm for the shortest paths problem shows that the decrease-key operation dominates, and much design work has gone into creating data structures (such as Fibonacci heaps) that reduce the worst case bound. Experiments by Andrew Goldberg et al. suggested that, for a large category of input graphs, the decrease-key operation is rare-a property which they went on to prove [5, 6] . Those good-worst-case data structures optimized the wrong thing in many cases.
Ubiquity
 The simple RAM model does not predict computation times on modern machines with sufficient accuracy because it does not take the memory hierarchy into account. Anthony LaMarca and Richard Ladner developed experiments to guide their design of a new two-level model of computation that captures the interactions between caches and main memory [7, 8] . They reanalyzed classic algorithms (sorting) and data structures (heaps) under the new model; their analyses are much closer to experience, and in some cases flatly contradict conventional design wisdom based on traditional analyses.
 The LaMarca and Ladner work was predated by a long and rich history of experimental and theoretical efforts-carried out by both the theory and the systems communities since around 1966-to develop two-level models of computation that describe algorithm performance in virtual memory systems. Peter Denning has a nice article that describes how theory and experiments contributed to develop our understanding of how locality of reference affects computation time [9] . A separate thread of research into cost models for I/O-bound computation has been equally fruitful.
Besides yielding new theoretical analyses and computation models, experimental algorithmics has also played a central role in algorithm and data structure design, especially in problems relating to massive data sets and memory-efficient computation.
Ubiquity: So, which is the preferred term, experimental algorithmics or empirical algorithmics? Or do these two terms mean different things?
CM: I prefer to make a distinction between "empirical,'' which relies primarily on observation of algorithms in realistic scenarios-analogous to a field experiment in the natural sciences-and "experimental,'' which emphasizes systematic manipulation of test parameters, more like a laboratory experiment. Both are valuable to the field. But I may be in the minority-most people nowadays seem to use empirical for anything involving experiments.
BM: I went back and forth on the JEA (Journal of Experimental Algorithmics) nameexperimental? empirical? something else? I talked about it with many colleagues to get a sense of how it would be perceived. I got a sense that most of my colleagues in both the U.S. and Europe felt that empirical had negative connotations-what came into their minds was something like "ad hoc"-whereas experimental had neutral to positive connotations-it brought to mind something much more systematic and thorough.
This perception does not really agree with the formal definitions of the two words-Cathy has the right of it-but I felt I should go with perceptions rather than definitions and the ACM Publications Board concurred. We were taking on the rather daunting task of persuading the algorithms community that there was both value and serious critical thinking in conducting research on algorithms with actual implementation and testing; attempting in addition to that to convince them that their interpretation of the words "empirical" and "experimental" was not quite right would have made a hard task even harder.
Ubiquity: Why "Journal" rather than "Transactions," as is used by ACM much more frequently?
BM: ACM uses "Transactions" for publications focused on a particular segment of computer science, such as operating systems, databases, programming languages, etc., reserving the word "Journal" for cross-cutting publications, such as its flagship publication, the Journal of the ACM. JEA is cross-cutting in that it mixes algorithm design and analysis with software engineering, data modeling, and experimental design, and features research on the quality of algorithms applied in many different domains.
Ubiquity: How have the theory and systems communities reacted to experimental algorithmics?
CM:
In the early days, with great skepticism. I remember in the late '80s chatting at a theory conference about my experimental work, and the other fellow said: "How can you call that research? Anybody can run experiments and get data-it's too easy to be called research." Twenty minutes later another colleague said: "How can you do research in that area? Nobody can learn anything useful (about asymptotes) from experiments-it's too hard." The truth is somewhere between-it is easy enough to churn out a pile of data, but not so easy to generalize the results to fundamental truths.
That response has mellowed as the field has developed, I think, but a small amount of suspicion remains that using experiments to guide analysis is "cheating"-like picking up the golf ball and walking it over to the hole, instead of whacking at it the hard way. Maybe it is a fear that analysis via computers will put theoreticians out of work.
I don't know that the systems community has expressed much reaction.
BM:
Well, theoreticians just seem to prefer theorems...
SODA (the SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms), the main algorithms conference, was started by David Johnson with the goal of featuring a significant amount of experimental work, work that could not get accepted at the then dominant algorithm conferences-STOC (the ACM Symposium of the Theory of Computing) and FOCS (the IEEE Symposium on the Foundations of Computer Science). Yet within a few years, SODA hardly published any application papers-it was less theoretical than STOC and FOCS only in that it focused fairly exclusively on algorithms, but it had the same orientation toward abstract algorithms, proofs of correctness, and asymptotic time bounds. In Europe, ESA (the European Symposium on Algorithms) was started as the counterpart of SODA, and again with the goal of pushing forward experimental work, but the same story played out.
Experimental work is often perceived as less profound, less intellectually challenging, and perhaps also somewhat dull because of the "bench work" involved-the kind of work one is happy to see done…by someone else! (Of course, in the natural sciences, the tables are turned-it's all about data, which gives rise to some interesting debates in bioinformatics!) Most of the experimental focus in operations research (OR) has been on real-world applications of problems in combinatorial optimization, and on either heuristic search or linear programming as solution strategies. From a computer science point of view this is a fairly narrow range of applications and algorithms; the field of experimental algorithmics is much broader in scope.
If you go back to experimental and empirical, note that OR, which preceded CS in this area of algorithms and applications, and which has, by and large, a much stronger commitment to applications than the computer science algorithms community, had developed guidelines for the assessment of new algorithms through computational testing, and usually referred to this type of assessment as "empirical" assessment, not "experimental" assessment. However, much of OR work is founded upon linear and integer programming and variations thereof and, while testing for these algorithmic approaches has been well developed, the computer science algorithms community works with a much broader range of problems and approaches. Thus one variant of Cathy's interpretation is that empirical does denote testing on real applications data and so is used in the more mature application areas, where approaches are more or less established; while experimental indeed denotes testing on large ranges of input parameters, often on simulated data, and thus is more common in areas where new approaches are frequently developed. The former is more characteristic of OR, the latter of computer science algorithms.
Ubiquity:
What role does (or should) experimental algorithmics play in the undergraduate and graduate computer science curricula?
CM: I think general experimental methodology should play a role in computer science education at both levels, and experimental algorithmics is rich in examples and projects for students. Experiments on algorithms don't need long lead times for development, and there is much to be learned about the difficulties of gathering and interpreting performance data.
BM:
There is nothing like a bit of experimentation to drive home the difference between linear and quadratic running times, to say nothing of polynomial and exponential. Students who implement and assess data structures and algorithms are immediately motivated to design better solutions. The future theoreticians in the course need no rewards beyond esthetics, but for most students motivation comes from more down-to-earth results.
Ubiquity:
Looking forward, what are the major research challenges confronting experimental algorithmics? Where is this field going?
BM: A long-term failure of computer science in general and the field of algorithms in particular has been its inability to provide off-the-shelf modules with proven properties, in the style of engineering. Far too often, programmers have to code things from scratch, or to build something rather inefficient on top of existing code. The failure is not for lack of trying-the most notable example in the area of algorithms being surely LEDA, the Library of Efficient Data structures and Algorithms developed under the leadership of Kurt Mehlhorn. For some years, LEDA even became the preferred implementation medium for algorithms and data structures, yet eventually LEDA faded away.
So, one challenge I see is how to deliver modules from which programmers can build applications, such that each module has well documented (and well tested) performance. Once we can populate "shelves" with such modules, the development of algorithmic software solutions for applications should become much easier as well as much more predictable. For now, though, we are more like cathedral builders than like modern bridge or road builders: we produce one-off algorithmic solutions. Of course, much of what is needed remains to be designed by the software engineering, program correctness, and other communities within computer science.
CM:
There is a good-sized algorithm engineering community, predominantly in Europe, that is working to develop systematic methodologies for bringing algorithms from pencil-and-paper abstractions to well-tuned production-quality tools. This work incorporates, besides research in algorithm efficiency, topics in interface design, specification and correctness, and software engineering. I expect that effort to continue to grow and develop.
BM:
A major challenge is testing algorithms. The temptation is to test using as broad a range of instances as possible, so as to be able to report findings that apply across all or most applications. However, that comes perilously close to the asymptotic analysis conducted by a theoretician, in that it neglects the characteristics of the application data. The problem, of course, is how to model the attributes of real data. I face that issue every day in my research in computational biology. Running simulations under uniform or Gaussian distributions while assuming pairwise independence among all parameters seldom produces accurate characterizations of algorithms. (Of course, running the algorithms on a few "real" datasets does not help much either, as the "true" answers are almost always unknown in bioinformatics.) Thus I would say that modeling data so as to get at characteristics that affect the behavior of algorithms is a significant challenge for the area. We have seen such work in the past, particularly for sorting lists of numbers or computing simple properties of graphs; recent work on phase transitions in the space of instances also points in that direction.
CM:
Another looming question is how to cope with new design and analysis problems relating to low-level parallelism. Every desktop and laptop nowadays contains two to 16 cores, and the algorithms community does not have a good handle on how to design and analyze algorithms for these new platforms. I think that area will, of necessity, have to grow very soon. The experimental algorithmics community is well positioned to lead the way Problems in big data will continue to get bigger and there is still a lot of research work to be done on heuristics and approximation algorithms for NP-hard problems.
Finally there is a shortage of statistical and data analysis techniques for answering the types of questions that algorithm experimenters like to ask. For example: there is no standard data analysis technique for analyzing a data set to find-or bound-the leading term in the (unknown) function that produced the data. It is not even known how to test whether a data sample supports a conjecture of polynomial versus exponential growth. Little is known about how to design experiments to analyze functional growth in data. Nobody knows if different statistical analyses should be used on trace data versus independent samples.
Ubiquity:
What are the implications for the future of computing?
CM: I hope that continued progress in experimental algorithmics will enable the theory community to build much stronger connections to other areas of computing research.
In my ideal future we will not see a dichotomy-theory versus practice-but rather a continuum of algorithm research along a scale between abstract and concrete. For example, a single algorithm may be analyzed in terms of an asymptotic bound on the dominant cost; or exact counts of dominant and secondary operations; or instruction counts on generic platforms; or clock ticks in a specific system. In the past nearly all algorithm research was carried out in either the first or last of these scenarios. Experimental algorithmics can make important contributions to research in the middle areas as well as at the ends.
BM:
In the pioneering era of computing (the 1960s and early 1970s), theoretical and experimental algorithmics were much the same, and thorough experimental assessments were common across all of computer science: systems researchers compared competing algorithms for job scheduling by running them in real systems, data structure designers tailored their structures to the architecture of the machine, and there was considerable peer pressure to implement and test any new designs. Along the way, the theory and experiment became decoupled, perhaps because of enormous complexities in setting up meaningful experiments. We are moving now toward reintegration of these two aspects of our field. I doubt that we can return to a full integration unless some new advances bring about a huge simplification of the field, but full integration is not required as long as information and motivation keeps flowing between the diverse communities. Experimental algorithmics is one of the processes at work to keep such communication channels open. ). This conference continues to this day, in a format with two PC co-chairs-one North American and one European. It has been steered by a very large steering committee (all past PC chairs), but really by a few people who put in the work to identify new PC chairs. It runs as a one-day meeting before the SODA meeting. In the last few years, it has become an official SIAM meeting-a necessary step, as it was a real burden running a small workshop without any backing organization. So ALENEX is very much a North American meeting, the counterpart to its European sibling WAE/ESA Applied Track, just like SODA and ESA are the respective main algorithm meetings on each continent.
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